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The Doors Are Open NOW!
It's here!
Our "777" tour is officially open for registration!
5 spots remain. The deadline to register is 9/21/19, unless all spots sell out first.
You can get all the details about it on this page.
This is an opportunity to take that week-long bike-bonding trip, away from work and
everyday noise that drains your energy from a passion only other riders understand.
Riding with 6 other soon to be lifelong friends, seeing 7 states in a way you've never
experienced before.
It's a trip that delivers personal reflection and self-empowerment in gradual, unexpected
doses. It's time you rarely take to be in the present, between everything that's
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happened and everything that will maybe happen.

You won't have to worry about logistics or route planning. All you have to do is register,
commit to yourself and then show up ready for a one of a kind experience. We'll even
send you a packing list to help you organize. We walk you through group riding,
downloading GPS maps and give you options and alternate routes on days you want to
step things up a notch or take a break to sightsee.
This tour has been lovingly run for three years. We don't know if it will continue in the
future. It's an intense endeavor.
We look for riders who are lifelong learners and want to see what they're made of. You
become part of our network and family of bonded friends. You share in stories and
experiences with people during a special week of your life that can't be repeated.
This isn't for everyone. But if you think it's for you, sign up here!
If you have any questions at all, now's a great time to hit reply so we can help you
decide if this is right for you. :-)
Or you can go ahead and check out all the details right here.
Don't put it off though! Registration closes when spots sell out.
--Robin Dean
Author, Editor, Obsessed Rider
https://www.TheRidingObsession.com
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Box #8084
Livingston, TX 77399-1080
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